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Available at all good bookshops…

And I dare say some of the bad ones too…
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Banking

I know how much everyone hates speakers 
who start off with stuff like “well, first we 
need to ask what banking is really about” 
and that sort of thing.

But…

Well OK, I don’t want to be the first one to 
say that identity is the new money, so…
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Banking is a Battleground

“One thing that we might see in the next 20 years is a fight between financial institutions and social networks”
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Case Study: Itsme

A case study of banks doing something about identity and it’s really good stuff. But is it enough?
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Time for some new thinking 
around digital identity
Let’s create a model to help us formulate a solution
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The Three Domain Model

Time for “digital identity” – but what is it? Time for some clear thinking.
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Identification Domain

Binding a digital identity to a mundane identity is expensive
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Authentication Domain

For the foreseeable future, mobile the mass market
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Authorisation Domain

Allow me to… do stuff
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Case Study: BBVA

In Europe, PSD2 and Open Banking are trigger for banks to build identity services
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Identity is Complicated
Four examples
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Partitioning between multiple digital 
identities prevents correlations without 
consent and the overwhelming majority of 
transactions do not need “real” identity, nor 
do they need any Personally Identifiable 
Information (PII).

Multiple Identities



Witness Protection

Witness protection means issuing a new digital identity, bound to the same physical identity



Adult Services

Itsnotme is worth more money



Whistleblowers

To allow whistleblowers, we must provide for cryptographic blinding of virtual identities



Who will create the 
infrastructure?
Right now, there is an opportunity for banks to seize the day
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The Key Financial Services Opportunity

Digital identity is the crucial platform for the emerging financial services sector
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Why Focus on Identity?

Digital identity is the core of the new banking relationship
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Source: Accenture (July 2017)



Identity and Data

It’s all about risk – if banks lose transaction data, then where do they go?



Case Study: Commonwealth Bank

The “gig economy” needs global recognition, relationship and reputation infrastructure
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in the future, everyone will be famous for fifteen megabytes
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